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INTRODUCTION

EXCUTIVE Mini MBA
IN TURKEY

The UTS in collaboration with LEORON (Sweden) has
evolved a training module for skill development and
professional grooming. The module is designed to help
future and present executive in enhancing their
managerial, organizational and leadership skills. The
programme will enable the delegates to learn from
and interact with leading professional of the world in
their respective fields.
Universal Testing Services (UTS) has announced a
special initiative and lunched a scholarship Executive
Mini MBA in Istanbul, Turkey during COVID-19. UTS
understands the challenges young professional are
facing in their hard time and we want to do our part to
ensure they continue to get quality professional
grooming despite the unpredictable atmosphere. We
are offering Executive Mini MBA scholarship 2021 to
the professionals. Don’t stop dreaming and let us help
achieve your goals.

UNIVERSAL TESTING SERVICES

The further details of the programme you may visit
the attached website of LEORON.

leoron.com

ABOUT LEORON
Built upon the strong experience in the manufacturing sector, which its
founders developed in Sweden during the 90’s global expansion, LEORON
evolved into the dominant training institute that offers a comprehensive set
of training and development solutions.
We’ve gained a reputation across the EMEA region by transferring knowledge in all
strategic corporate functions, including Corporate Finance, HR, Supply Chain
management, Health & Safety, Financial Services & Technology, Operations, Engineering,
Quality management, Project management, Facility management and Soft skills. Today,
we are globally recognized as one of the leading providers of corporate training, HR
consultancy services, competency improvement solutions and internationally recognized
certification programs.
We are proudly partnering with over 20 global educational partners and accreditation
bodies, such as: ANSI, ASQ, AFP, APICS, IIA, IACCM, PMI, LSBF, IABFM and much more.
LEORON’s mission is to help our worldwide clients boost their competitiveness by
improving the competency levels of their employees through top quality training and
development solutions, delivered by unrivaled global experts and facilitated by the
best training managers in the industry.

Yours truly,
Arben Jusufi,
Principal Consultant, GM LEORON PDI

TIME, VENUE, AND CONTENT

Entirely up to you
Our in-house programs are meant for clients who choose to train their people, in their location of choice, at their preferred schedule.
We’ll fly our trainers and our materials to your premises, securing you a custom-made, cost-efficient learning experience.
We’ll even BREAK DOWN AN IN-HOUSE and let you choose further:

Like a public course we offer?
We have 500+ public courses certified by over 20 global Associations and bodies of Knowledge.
Many of them are delivered as in-houses, too. See how we can bring public knowledge to your enterprise.

OFF-THE-SHELF
Need to add your touch to one of our pre-made courses?

CUSTOMIZED

No problem – We’ll restructure the content of our existing training programs to meet the specific learning
and development needs of your organization. You’ll still earn 35 NASBA credits and a LEORON Certificate of
attendance. We can even help you obtain the membership and Certificates from the Academies and
Associations we partner with.

How about an extra mile?

BESPOKE

We’d be happy to offer you one of our “bespoke” solutions – in-houses tailored exclusively for you focused on problem-solving, increasing performance & productivity, and improving the competency levels
of employees. We’ll build everything from scratch, according to your core needs, competencies and goals.

WHY IN-HOUSE?
See Why Teams of All Sizes Enjoy Our Training Solutions.

The next one can be yours.

SIMPLE SET-UP

FLEXIBILITY

CUSTOM-MADE

In-house group training is
a cost-effective solution
and helps optimize your
training budget

Training sessions are set
according to your
time/location preferences

Training is tailored
according to your
employees’ specific needs

TIME-EFFECTIVE

ADAPTABLE

SIGNIFICANT

Traveling won’t consume
your time. Courses are
delivered on-site

Trainer is picked by the client
and trainees to fit the exact
proficiency level of the group

Well-adjusted to latest global
industry standards and
business requirements

ADDIE TRAINING DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Our instructional design and training development teams follow the ADDIE model each
time they produce your training and certification programs.

1 ANALYZE

2 DESIGN

3 DEVELOP 4 IMPLEMENT

5 EVALUATE

Stage One

A

Stage One

This initial phase
investigates the
instructional challenge of
your preferred course.
The LEORON team will
analyze your business
needs and establish the
relevant pivotal points
and topics to be
addressed, on par with
learners’ competency
levels.

D

Stage One

During the design phase,
we address concerns that
mainly focus on training
program development,
such as learning
objectives, content,
assessment
methodology, tech tools
and instruments, media
selection and more.

D

Stage One

This is where our team
creates and accumulates
the content assets that
were brought together
during the design phase.
We go back-and-forth
with the client on refining
delivery plans, timelines,
logistics and procedures,
only to result in a flawless
final educational product
that meets all your
business requirements.

I

Training is delivered by our
facilitators to the targeted
group of learners, onsite or
through online channels. We
provide curriculum
clarification, learning
outcomes, and delivery
insights through our
facilitators training.

E

Stage One

The last phase of the
ADDIE model is
evaluation of the
training results.
LEORON team utilizes
the Kirk-Patrick 4
levels of training
Evaluation, including:
1. Reaction,
2. Learning,
3. Behavior and
4. Business results and
ROI

KIRKPATRICK’s TRAINING EVALUATION MODEL
Following our ADDIE Training design Methodology LEORON Institute utilizes
KirkPatrick’s 4 Levels of Training Evaluation Model, including:
1. REACTION, 2. LEARNING, 3. BEHAVIOR, 4. BUSINESS RESULTS AND ROI
Level 1. Did the participants Enjoy the Training?
Level 2. Did participants Improve their skills and to what extent?
Level 3. Have the participants Applied what they learned?
Level 4. Did the training influence the business and the participant's performance?

level

Measured conjointly with the Client to identify Training Outcomes or Targeted
Results, and setting metrics for measurement of each consecutive evaluation
level.

3

Measured through two tools aiming to review the performance and behavior
changes of the learner:

4

level

•
•

2
level

1
level

Assignment given to learners for implementation within 2 weeks after the training, and
Behavior change surveys shared with all learners 1 month after the training program.
Follow-up surveys sent to direct supervisors of all learners who participated in the training
program, 2 months after the program, aiming to confirm changes in behavior and
implementation of the assignment.

Measured through LEORON “Pre and Post Course Competency Review Forms”
which allow all learners to self-assess their gained knowledge and
competence of topics covered throughout the course of the training program,
before the start and after finishing the training program.
Measured through LEORON “Training Program Evaluation Form” – a feedback
survey perfectly positioned to measure learners’ perception about the
training effectiveness and benefits of attending.

4
3
2

1

More info upon request

ТRAINER’S BIOGRAPHY
Nigel
is
a
Non-Executive
Director/Advisor and innovation
specialist with a career in
international business and project
management and the development
of business to business services
spanning 35 years.

Click for more

Nigel Tomlinson
MBA, BA (Hons),
CM.
Expert Trainer

Between 1981 and 1997 he worked
for British and US blue chip multinational
corporations
on
international trade and corporate
international
investment
overseeing
and
developing
operations
and
distribution
channels around the world. He also
designed and implemented change
management,
leadership
and
continuous
improvement
programmes for group subsidiary
companies worldwide and led
teams which won two Queen’s
Awards for Export Achievement.
After spells in the USA, Middle East
and Japan Nigel joined Sheffield
Chamber of Commerce in 1997 as
Chief Executive Officer (at the age of
37 he was the youngest Chamber
CEO in the UK) overseeing a
dramatic change in the

Organization and its fortunes which
coincided with the economic
regeneration of Sheffield. The
Chamber developed into a group of
companies and became the lead
Chamber in the UK for the provision
of international trade, commercial
training, enterprise support and
overseas business capacity building
services with the EU and UN.
Under Nigel’s leadership Sheffield
Chamber won awards for Excellence
in International Trade (2006),
Commercial Training (2007), UK
Chamber of the Year (2008) and in
both 2007 and 2009 was a finalist in
the World Chamber Awards. As a
result of these successes, Nigel was
selected to serve as a director of the
British Chambers of Commerce in
2008.
In 2010 Nigel stepped down as CEO
of Sheffield Chamber to build an
extensive portfolio of NonExecutive positions and together
with partners, to lead an
international
innovation
and
business capacity building

company, Universal Projects. In
2013 Nigel was again a finalist in the
World Chamber Awards and in 2015
was the recipient of the Howard
Rosen Special Award for Excellence
in International Trade from the
Council of British Chambers of
Commerce in Europe.
Nigel
is
an
accredited
lecturer/speaker for the UN, World
Bank, EU and Eurochambres in a
number of subject areas including
leadership, change management,
organizational development and
corporate strategy. Nigel is also an
experienced director having served
on the boards of nearly 20 different
organizations over the last decade.
He is a Chartered Marketer and has
an MBA specialising in International
Corporate Strategy.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Course Overview

Learning Outcomes

The 5-Day Executive Mini MBA is a unique distillation of the
skills that need to be acquired in order to be considered
successful in modern business. Not everyone is able to devote
a year or two of their time to studying for a Masters in
Business Administration, but in an age of rapid change in a
highly competitive environment it is crucial to have a thorough
understanding of the issues involved in the smooth and
successful running of a business.

•

To be fully conversant with the
technicalities, terminology and academic
models associated with MBA study and
their application in the modern business
environment.

•

To be able to apply such knowledge for the
success of their organization.

The 5-Day Executive Mini MBA Business Administration
Masterclass is a highly intensive training course covering all
the usual subjects associated with an MBA. In 5 days a
delegate will learn what normally takes a year of full time
study. The course is designed to provide delegates with
comprehensive knowledge of fundamental, proven strategies
taught as both an academic and practical exercise.

•

To be able to design, implement and
develop innovative business strategies and
structures.

•

To be equipped to understand the demands
of complex business operations and the
environment within which they operate.

•

To understand the role of organizational
behavior and development in today’s
increasingly
competitive
business
environment.

As a result, the course will provide a comprehensive
understanding of the skills and knowledge that will be
required for any person to further develop their business
knowledge and skills and even to prepare them for actual
formal study for an MBA.
The course is designed to be delivered either as an “In House”
class for an organization’s directors and senior management or
as a public class where delegates from a number of companies
can learn both from the course and from one another and
exchange ideas and best practice.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Who should attend?

Training Methodology

Level of the Course
*(Foundation/Intermediate/Ad

All business sectors can benefit from participation of
their organizations from manufacturing industries to
healthcare,
construction,
telecommunications,
education and professional services.
This course is specifically aimed at middle to senior
level executives engaged in key management roles
within a variety of disciplines within their respective
organizations.

Throughout the delivery of the course there will
be a number of exercises, games and videos
relating to each subject area.

vanced) and Prerequisites for
Attending the Course (if the
level is Intermediate/Advanced)

The course will be at
intermediate to
advanced level.

COURSE OUTLINE
Day 1

Day 2

•

Why an MBA?

•

The Global Business Environment

•

Organizational Behavior & Development

•

Internationalization of Companies & Trade

•

Leading Change

•

•

Stakeholder Management

Emerging Trends In Modern Business
Management

In this session, delegates will learn about the global
best practices and the pressures exerted on all
businesses leading to the need for effective
organizational
development
and
change
management. Through interaction with the course
leader, delegates will look at examples of
organizational development and change and
stakeholder management implemented in
organizations around the world, how to ensure
success but also to understand why and how they
often fail.

Delegates will learn about the Global Business
Environment, the issues, trends, challenges and
tips for success. They will also learn about the evergrowing Internationalization of Companies &
Trade with its complexities, threats and
opportunities and the need to understand crosscultural dimensions. The session will conclude by
examining Emerging Trends In Modern Business
Management to understand such issues as the
importance of style, values, innovation and
performance to help delegates in developing their
skills to meet modern business challenges and
requirements.

COURSE OUTLINE
Day 3

Day 4

•

Ethics

•

Business Economics

•

Project Management

•

Business Strategy

•

Accounting & Finance

•

Marketing Strategy

In this session the course will cover the growing
need for good ethical conduct in organizations
particularly with regard to finance and the
environment and the increasing investment in
Corporate Social Responsibility. Delegates will also
examine key aspects of effective Project
Management learning how to effectively organize,
plan and manage a project. In the final session
delegates will also learn the basics of accounting
and finance and the questions they need to ask in
order to ensure that a company is reporting
accurately and trading legally.

In the opening session the class will learn about the
importance of Business Economics and its
influence on Business Strategy decisions and
motives. Delegates will learn of the crucial subjects
of Business and Marketing strategies and their
inextricable links with one another examining
corporate culture, planning, analysis and
evaluation using well tested models such as the
Balanced Scorecard and the Value Proposition
Builder, and types of strategy. The route to market
will
be
examined
including
research,
environmental analysis, the Mix, Sales, Branding,
Pricing Strategies and Communications.

COURSE OUTLINE
Day 5
• Business Capacity Building
• Groups Case Study
• Final Examination
Delegates will be introduced to the concept of Business
Capacity Building by examining company and
institutional capacity and the need for effective risk
assessment and employee development. A case study
will be undertaken in which delegates will divide into
groups to act as the Board of Directors of a well-known
organization and assess a real-life issue. Each group will
present their findings and be able to arrive at a reasoned
decision of how best to solve the problem through
discussion and use of several academic models
presented during the course. The course will conclude
with an exam, which will assess the delegates’
understanding of the materials presented during the
course followed by a discussion and Q&A on the themes
from the five sessions.
Each delegate will undertake the final examination
lasting 75 minutes.

MANAGING YOUR PROJECT

LEORON PDI

Project Manager
Mariana Ignatov MSc, CIL, ACP
Associate Director – L&D Solutions
+971 4 447 57 11 ext.6306
+971 11 464 4865 ext.6306
Mariana.Ignatov@leoron.com

Your Project Manager will:
 Be your single point of contact
 Work with you and our consultants to develop
your courses, providing advice on all aspects of
your program and acting as overall project
manager
 Manage the support team
 Assist in the continuing evaluation process

DUBAI
United Arab Emirates
Leoron Professional Development Institute
+971 4 447 5711
Indigo Icon Tower JLT, Office 1208
P.O. Box 390601 | Dubai, UAE

RIYADH
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Saudi Experts Institute for Training and Development
+966 11 464 4865
King Fahad Road, Al Rahmaniyah District, Moon Tower,
23rd Floor, Bldg. No. 7542
PO Box 68531 | 11537 Riyadh, KSA

JONKOPING
Sweden
Leoron Professional Development Institute AB
+46 36 291 6110
Gjuterigatan 9
553 18 Jonkoping, SWE

ABU DHABI
United Arab Emirates
Leoron Management Training
+971 2 552 1155
Abu Dhabi Island, Al Salam Street, Salam HQ Building,
Office 503 | P.O. Box 105098 | Abu Dhabi, UAE

SKOPJE
Macedonia
LEORON Group
+389 2 320 0000
Str. 20, No 82, Cucer-Sandevo
1000 Skopje, MKD

ALMATY
Kazakhstan
LEORON Training and Development LLP
+7 727 971 6685
Timiryazeva 28 B, office 612
050040 Almaty, KAZ

leoron.com

